
Dear Faculty: 
 
Welcome to the Spring 2023 Semester! To kick off this semester, I am attaching our 
Facts Sheets for both full-time faculty and associate faculty as well as the Instructional 
Services Contact Info document. Please make sure to save these files; they will also be 
posted on the Office of Instructional Services website later this week. And, as always, 
please know that your deans, the division assistants and the team in Instructional 
Services is here to support the important work you do.  
 
Some of you may have noticed that I started that last sentence with “And”—I did that to 
let you all know that I did NOT use an Artificial Intelligence (AI) to write this letter! I did 
ask ChatGPT if AI could revolutionize my welcome letter, but it reminded me that “AI 
can assist human writing by helping with grammar, vocabulary, and style, but it still 
lacks the creativity, the emotional intelligence, and the cultural context that human 
writers possess” (and yes, that’s a direct quote from ChatGPT).  I bring up ChatGPT as 
a reminder the many ways in which our profession continues to change and evolve. We 
continue to add new terms (HyFlex, AI, etc.) to our lexicon. It’s important to take a 
moment and acknowledge just how much has changed in the last few years. In 2018 
there were several courses that we never thought could be taught online—and then the 
pandemic happened, and we exercised our creative muscles and found a way to do 
what was, at one time, thought of impossible. During all this change, there was 
tremendous loss. Many of us experienced personal loss and many of us experienced 
professional loss—loss of connection with our students (and loss of key student 
populations overall), with our colleagues; loss of the comfort of what was familiar—our 
classrooms, our materials, our offices. With that loss also came prolific opportunities—
the opportunity to serve students differently, to engage new technology to enhance how 
students learn (and how we learn). All this rapid change has been overwhelming. So, 
my hope for all of you this semester is that you step into that change with mindfulness 
and allow yourself time to reflect and breathe. Enjoy the moments as they come and 
make sure to stay connected. One opportunity for such connection and engagement will 
be this Thursday’s FLEX event, co-sponsored by the Academic and Classified Senates: 
“Cultivating Human Connections.” I look forward to seeing you there. 
 
I will end on a note of joy—changes in technology have created anxiety but they can 
also be a lot of fun. In playing with ChatGPT and its art counterpart, DALL-E, I asked it 
to create a new fun Spartan mascot, and this is what it 
produced:  For whatever reason, this otter brings me a lot of 
joy.  I wish you all joy, peace, and reflection in the coming 
semester. One last note, the Office of Instruction has moved 
back into the same office space in the Administration Building 
(Bldg. 1000, Room 1037). My door is always open, and I 
hope to see you all this Thursday. 
 
Denee 
 
 

https://www.miracosta.edu/academics/office-of-instruction/index.html
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSef87uAdafycLN3oN0oIkpsHbp9Ls7YtSQ3jUoQ45gSclwpRw/viewform
https://www.miracosta.edu/office-of-the-president/public-information-office/_docs/maps/map_oc.pdf
https://www.miracosta.edu/office-of-the-president/public-information-office/_docs/maps/map_oc.pdf

